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The Southern Pacific Express arrives at Jessie Falls station on Karl Arnesen’s layout.  This is just one of 
the many great images captured by Kevin Leigh at our recent Bob McCully Memorial Train Show. 
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Bob McCully Memorial Train Show 
Photos by Kevin Leigh 

Our May meeting was the inaugural 
Bob McCully Memorial Train Show. 
  
It is the first time we have held a train 
show in May and also the first time we 
have used Addington School.  The 
school has a large modern hall with 
good lighting.  Compared to some of 
the dark and dingy halls around, this is 
a very pleasant venue to use.  We were 
able to use it thanks to Barbara Wood, 
who is the school secretary. 
 
The show followed our standard for-
mat, with Saturday being reserved for 
setting up and Sunday being the public 
viewing day.  
 
With careful planning, we were able to 
squeeze both the club portable layout and 
Karl’s Jessie Falls layout into the main floor 
area, due to the larger size of the hall.  Rob 
Wilson’s Lets Get Bizi was on the stage, and 
Graeme Wood used a small room off the foyer 
to set up his display. 
 
It was the first time in about 18 months that the 
club’s layout has been out on public display.  
The new yard additions meant that 5.5 metre 
long trains could be run for the first time.   

 

The public seem fascinated as another loco runs around it’s train 

Alan Grueber, who spend most of the show on turntable duty, keeps an eye on the USA trains PA as it exits the table.  

There was some minor panic setting up when 
we couldn’t find Jawj’s turntable (one turnta-
ble on a point to point layout is next to use-
less), but it was eventually tracked down at 
his house.  The only other hiccup was when 
we forgot to screw on a piece of bracing after 
loading the modules on to Phillip’s truck, and 
they arrived at the hall, all leaning on a 30deg 
list.  But luckily there was no damage. 
 
The shorter run between the two yards did 
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not prove to be a problem. Efficient operators 
still had time to detach the loco, turn it and get 
it back on the front of the train again without 
delaying the next arriving train.  In the after-
noon some double headers were even run, 
meaning the engines had to split and turned. 
 
Quote of the show went to a little boy, who 
told me, “Your yard needs a turntable”.  I said 
“We have got one down there”, to which he 
replied, “That not a turntable, that’s just a 
piece of wood! You need one like over 
there” (pointing to Andrew’s turntable). Daniel 
informs me that he has a gallows turntable un-
der construction. 
 
The only disappointment of the show was the 
seemingly low number of people who at-
tended. Graeme Wood had put posters in local 
shops and even got some free radio ad’s.  
There was also a big sign on the busy 
Brougham Street, but the hall was quite empty 
at times. Never-the-less our share of the door 
take was over $200. The school also benefited 
from the PTA sausage sizzle outside plus their 
book stall. 
Thanks to Barbara Wood who spent most of 
the time collecting money at the door. She was 
assisted at times by Viv Grueber, Michelle 
Leigh and Brenda Anthony. 

Did I do that? 

Below: Real trees are a feature of Karl’s Layout. All Photos by Kevin Leigh  

A scene on Rob Wilson’s Lets Get Bizi Layout 
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Over the weekend of 12th and 13th of May, the 
Dunedin Modular American HO Club hosted 
the annual Dunedin Model Railway Exhibition 
at Forbury Park Raceway. 
 
Trevor Buchanan and his team did an out-
standing job of the organization for the show 
and it all appeared to go seamlessly the entire 
weekend. 
 
Brother John and I set off on Friday at about 
9:00am and picked up Tony Cairns at Rakaia 
then set off. Traffic was not bad at all and we 
made good time with a few stops at model 
shops on the way, arrived at the show venue at 
around 4:30pm. An hour and a half later and 
we were all set up and ready. I tweaked a few 
electrical connections and changed a few bulbs 
on the street lights, gave it a test run then all 
set for the weekend. 
 
The patronage for the weekend was reported as 
around 3300 and for most of the time there 

June Meeting 

were good crowds around. We received our 
fair share of good comments but did not fea-
ture in the “most popular layout”. There were 
several “N” gauge layouts, the Dunedin 
American HO (Improved from CHCH last 
year!) Arauatu, Watford and Anithing plus 
LEGO. The traders outnumbered the layouts 
with most reporting brisk trade. 
 
One thing we as operators noticed, both here 
and at Ashburton the week previous was the 
number of “FAT” people there are now. 
 
John and Tony ran the layout for most of Sun-
day as I was at the Otago Model Engineers 
running a Safety Auditors course. Got back to 
the venue at 3:00 and after the closing was de-
layed by ½ an hour for the crowds to subside 
we packed up at 4:30, left Dunedin at 5:30 and 
were home by 10:30pm.  
 
All in all a good weekend with the friendly 
folk from Dunedin.  

Dunedin Train Show Report 
By Rob Wilson 

Many thanks to all who help at the Bob 
McCully Memorial show. 
Bob was one of our founding Members in 1989  
with Ray Parmenter and Myself.  
And special thanks to Graeme & Barbara 
Wood for organising the Hall and Marketing. 
  
With such an Excellent Venue I have asked 
them to book us in again for the same time 
next year..  
PLEASE I would like to hear any comments 
good/bad or indifferent about anything to do 
with the show or the layouts etc etc from op-
erators show goers or anyone's point of view. I 
look forward to ALL comments.   
Don Ellis. 

A Message from the Chairman 

At this meeting we will hold our AGM and 
discuss arrangements for Timaru. 
 
I am not planning to set up a temporary lay-
out unless anyone needs to urgently test run 
something so could members please bring 
new or interesting Dvds, videos, books, 
magazines, models. 
 
My OO layout will be available for viewing 
should anyone wish. 
 
Phillip Cooke 

Robin Jager Memorial Show 

Karl has booked the Burwood School Hall for 
August 18 & 19th.  As usual Saturday is set up 
day and the public day is Sunday.   

Welcome 

 Welcome to new member Leonard Taylor. 
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The Hunt For The Electric Motor 
By John Lammiman 

Last year whilst at The Big Model Train Show 
I burned out the motor in my Bachmann 10 
wheeler and it was really cooked so bad that I 
thought I had a smoke unit installed! Then 
came the hunt for a replacement.  
 
I was told to contact the Bachmann agent in 
the North Island.  After sending about 3 emails 
with no reply, I went off to Iron Horse hobbies 
and spoke to Bruce.  No problems he said.  Af-
ter a couple of phone calls he told me that 
the Bachmann agent had sold the agency.  He 
had a motor in stock but was unable to find the 
thing, but he would keep looking.  If he was 
unable to find it he would import one from the 
U.S.A.   
 
So after a long wait and myself contacting re-
tail outlets in the US but still no luck, a couple 
of weeks ago Bruce phoned me and advised 
me that he had a motor for me, so I told him 
that when I am in town next I will call in, 
which I did. But alas it was the wrong one, too 
small, and the worm gear on the end was 

wrong also. 
 
So one day I happened to be in the Stanmore 
Road area I decided to just go and have a look 
at what Greg, The Train Man, had in stock. 
Just by chance he had a White Pass Bachmann 
carriage in stock and he had a sale on so I had 
to purchase it. Now whilst I was parting with 
my cash I noticed in his glass counter-cabinet 
there was a selection of small electric motors 
and believe it or not he had just the motor that 
I was looking for. And I got it at half the price 
that I was quoted from other outlets. Thanks 
Greg! 

It has been a couple of years since the last 
membership list was distributed. 
 
Since that time we have had new members 
join, and the occasional one leave.  
Our membership stands at about 50. 
 
Now the subs have finished coming in, I intend 
to produce a revised list of current members. 
 
This will have name address, phone and email. 
As this is a small club, the details are for per-
sonal use only. 
 
If for some reason you do NOT want your con-
tact details included on this list please let me 
know by June 18th. 
 
Glen Anthony. (contact details on back page). 

Membership List Busy Month 

May was a very busy month for Rob Wilson 
and his Lets Get Bizi G scale layout.   
 
They spent three out of the four weekends in 
May exhibiting at Model Train Shows.   
 
The first weekend was spent at the annual 
Wheels Week Celebration in Ashburton.  
 
The next weekend they were off down Dune-
din along with Rob’s brother John and Tony 
Cairns. 
  
After a weekend to recover, the last weekend 
was spent at the clubs Bob McCully Memorial 
Train Show at Addington School. 
 
And the layout performed faultlessly the whole 
time. 
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Recent Wellington Activities 
By John  Robinson 

We have had four successful running 
afternoons over the late spring and 
summer, which with the early sum-
mer weather was quite an achieve-
ment. A couple of the days were per-
haps a bit light on attendance num-
bers, but not to worry, those there 
had fun. And of course there was the 
Mini-convention held in March 
which you’ve read about in earlier 
issues of the Garden Whistle. 

 
In November we took 
over Bryan Ross aka 
Fred’s railway in 
Paraparaumu for a 
fun afternoon of train 
running and some im-
promptu track main-
tenance. Fred’s rail-
way is in a small 
back yard well 
shaded by trees, ideal 
for hot Kapiti days. 
We understand the 

railway was built under the threat from others 
in the group that if you don’t build something 
we’ll do it for you – isn’t inspiration great. 

 
January took us to the Galbraith’s railway on 
the outskirts of Masterton. As usual Ann & Ian 
being excellent hosts. Good numbers this Sun-
day enjoying a very hot Wairarapa afternoon. 
The railway is in the early stages, but growing 
at a good pace. We had track powered, radio 
controlled battery, and radio controlled live 
steam as well as a cunning infrared controlled 
track powered jigger running. Poor Ian. I think 
he only got to run his trains early in the day be-
fore the periphery of guest equipment took 
over the running, including my daughters 
proudly running their trains they had insisted 
on bringing. (Yes that’s the truth.) 
 
David Clarke at Te Horo was the host for Feb-

Another one of Murray Bold’s radio controlled locos at 
David Clarke’s railway 

Venturing out onto the extended mainline at the 
Galbraith’s railway 

 

John Robinson, chairman of the 

Wellington Garden Railway Group, 

has provided some notes and photos 

of their recent meetings... 

Fred’s Railway 

 

Murray Bold’s NZR D passing by Boulder station on the Galbraith’s 
Garden Railway 
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ruary’s running afternoon. There 
are three concentric loops on his 
railway, the rear of outer loop 
mostly hidden behind a camellia 
hedge, ideal for locos with sound 
so you don’t forget where they are. 
When you sneak around the back 
you are rewarded with a nice view 
as the line climbs up a long trestle 
bridge. A good mix of motive 
power was run from big American 
diesels to diminutive industrial 
locos. Probably would upset the 
purists with our “multi-scale” 
trains but we enjoyed ourselves 
and everything ran well, so what 
more can you ask for on a fine 
Sunday afternoon. 
 
For April we met at Chris Drowley’s railway 
which is a wonderful railway showing what 
can be superbly achieved in a small space. 
There are two loops independently controlled 
using Chris’s own home made pulse control 
system. There was a good turnout and we were 
kinder than usual letting him run some of his 
own trains as well as visiting equipment. 
Among the varied discussions Chris bounced 
off us his idea for extending the passing loop, 
it was agreed a good idea and I understand 
within two weeks the loop had been extended 
thanks to the inspiration of a running day.  We 
listened to plans for some new railways in the 
region recently laid and soon to be started, all 
sounding good for next summer. 
 
That’s all from me, and a personal thanks to all 

who attended the Mini-Convention, you helped 
make the weekend the highlight of the year. 

 

Ian Galbraith’s industrial loco at Chris Drowley’s. The loco (which is 
still under construction) was inspired by a recent Garden Railway 

Magazine article. 

General view of Chris’s railway with Martin and Gavin 
leaning on the handily placed shelf along the edge of the 
railway which is great for placing elbows, spare trains 

and drinks on! 

Overall view of David Clarke’s railway Industrial power at work at the February meet. 
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Workin’ on the Railway 
By Glen Anthony 

Brenda and I travelled over to Hokitika at 
Easter weekend this year. While we were over 
there I visited Jim Staton and gave him a bit of 
a hand to get started on his garden railway ex-
tension, (because he was suppose to be taking 
things easy following surgery). 
As a number of club members currently have 
new garden railways under construction, I 
though it might be a good time to share a few 
construction ideas.   
 
The Koranui Coal and Timber Co was built 
‘about 7 or 8 years ago’ according to Jim 
(although references I found in old club news-
letters suggest it may have been more like 10 
years). About two or three years ago an exten-
sion was planned when surplus building fill be-
came available.  After a good amount of time 
to consolidate, Jim decided it was now time to 
put down the railway.  
 
The first thing to decide was the track plan.  
But before doing this we had to make an analy-
sis of current and future requirements so these 
could be incorporated in. 
The area available to use had been pre-defined 
with a retaining wall to bring it up to the same 
height as the existing railway, about 300mm 
off the ground.  A tunnel had already been es-
tablished along the side fence at the time the 
dirt was dumped so this needed to be used.  
Jim had a desire to have some sidings at the 
front of the layout which could easily be 

reached and used as set up tracks for 
visitors. He also had a long term plan to 
build a water feature in an allotted 
space to the side of the area, and install 
a small garden shed to drive the trains 
into.  After a bit of talking and discuss-
ing ideas we came up with a concept 
plan in our heads.   
 
Next we had to convert that concept 
plan into reality.  We got out all the 
available track and points and roughly 
laid them out to see how it looked.  We 
had to modify a few little things to get 
it to work, as there were more left hand 
points than right hand ones. The curve 

being removed from the existing layout had 
been too tight for some of the bigger locos to 
traverse easily, so there was a desire to make 
all curves bigger.  We managed to ease out the 
radius connecting to the new extension by in-
corporating a diamond crossing that Jim had.  
This also gave a more interesting track plan.     

With the plan finalised our next step was to get 
on and start building it!  
The first thing requiring attention was the tun-
nel.  A box section had been placed in the hill 
using four lengths of wood when the fill was 
dumped.  But the top board had rotted out and 
needed replacing.  So we dug the dirt off the 
top and removed the offending rotten board. 
Jim found a sizable chunk of wood to go on the 
top to replace the rotten piece.  It was so thick 

The new area with the tack laid out to see how it looks 

 

Jim moving the ballast pile to make way for the new track   
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it was not likely to rot away any time soon, 
even if it hadn’t been treated.  But unfortu-
nately it was slightly too long and needed cut-
ting down. So we went off to the workshop to 
get a saw.  I thought the old bushman saws 
hanging up on the wall were just there for dis-
play.  Apparently they’re not.  Jim directed me 
up on to the bench to reach up to the very top 
saw, which was a VERY big saw with mean 
and angry looking teeth. Apparently it was 
used in sawmills to cut branches off trees be-
fore they got milled in the days when labour 
was cheap and machinery was not.  It also had 
a hole in the end so a second handle could be 
attached to make it a two person saw. What a 
pity Jim didn’t have the other handle and he 
was on light duties!  So he stood on the wood 
to stop it moving while I manoeuvred the old 
Bushman’s saw backwards and forwards 
through the wood.  It must have been very 
sharp because to my surprise it did cut through 
it very well. With that mission accomplished, 
and the tunnel ready for reassembly it was time 
to move on and start building the new track. 
 
I suggested that because there was a 180 deg 
curve at one end which had to be a fixed di-
ameter (to fit between the fence and the retain-
ing wall), the best thing to do was start with 
that.  
We measured the distance across from one side 
to the other to give us the diameter of the cir-
cle.  Then we took a piece of string half that 
length and holding one end down on the path 
and a piece of chalk at the other end we drew a 
chalk half circle on the concrete.  Now we had 
the exact size of the bend required, we could 
prefabricate a constant curve on a nice flat sur-
face rather than trying to bend pieces on site 

Installing the track base to the diamond crossing 

Marking out and bending the rails 

Lead-in to the existing layout  

Pegs around the curve 

Nailing the top board on the pegs 
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and ending up with a tight section in 
the curve.  For big curves this 
method may not be necessary but as 
we were already working on a tight-
ish curve (6ft diameter), any tight 
spot may have prevented bigger 
locos from negotiating it smoothly. 
 
Now we had the chalk pattern it was 
time bend up some rail to fit it. Jim 
made an expert job of doing this by 
drawing the rail through a square 
hole in a piece of wood.  I had never 
seen it done this way before as I 
have always used the club rail 
bender (which is available for club 
members to borrow).  After the rails 
were bent the sleepers were 
threaded back on and the track sections cut and 
joined together to make one big semi-circle. 
We carried the completed section across to the 
railway extension and laid it down where it 
was required.  Then we marked lines in the dirt 
were it sat. 
 
Now the sub base was needed to support the 
track.  There are about as many different meth-
ods for doing this as there are people who 
build railways!  They range in effort from the 
easiest (floating the track in ballast), through a 
variety of wood and plastic structures to the 
ultimate hard job; boxing and pouring con-
crete.  Of course each method has its advan-
tages and disadvantages which I won’t go into 
here. 
Both Jim and I subscribe to the wooden base 
method.  Jim uses a sub base of H4 treated 
25x75mm (3x1”) wood.  He gets the wood 
ahead of time and stacks it in the garage for a 
few months to dry out.  Because it is out of the 
sun when it dries he says that it does not warp 
so much.   
 
Jim sorted through the wood and found one 
with a slight twist, so I used that piece for cut-
ting up into pegs to drive into the ground.  Not 
wanting to do all the cutting by hand, I men-
tioned about going away to get a power skill 
saw.  Jim said, “Oh, I’ve got one of those”. I 
was thinking, I could have done with that ear-
lier!! 
Anyway while Jim started work aligning the 

diamond crossing at one end, I started cutting 
up pegs.  The lengths required where about 
400mm which was long enough to get a good 
footing.  The pegs where then hammered in the 
ground at semi regular spacing around the 
curve.  I say semi regular because unfortu-
nately some big pieces of concrete had been 
tipped in as part of the fill, so sometimes we 
had to try two or three places before we found 
a spot the peg would go down. 
 
After the pegs were in, the top capping pieces 
were measured, cut and nailed on to produce 
the curve.  Jim says it is best to leave the pegs 
higher than the final height required while you 
assemble the structure.  The whole thing can 
be hammered down to the correct level once it 
is nailed together because the pegs will slightly 
sink as you nail into them. 
 
Once the curve had been completed, the 
straight sections were much faster to build us-
ing a string line for alignment. 
 
After two days the track base was almost com-
plete and I left Jim to finish the odd little bits 
and put down the track.  The following week-
end Jim was in Christchurch and called in to 
help me test my waterfall.  But that’s another 
story for another day. 
  
Jim has invited the club to come over for a 
weekend to run trains on the new extension 
once it is completed. 

 

The track base nearly completed at the end of day two 



Above: The completed circuit board mounted on the 
power supply.  Below: Overall view of the whole power 
supply with circuit board at far top corner.  
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I thought I’d share the details of a small PWM con-
troller I built from parts to get up and running in 
large scale. I already had a power supply thanks to 
work disposing of some industrial DC units, what I 
needed was some sort of output control. 
 
I used a Texas Instruments TL494 chip - a PWM 
controller on a chip that does everything but the 
laundry, but luckily I didn’t need most of it. It’s a 
14 pin unit but I only needed 7 of them to get set 
up. 

Here’s the schematic of the cct I built 
Definitely not a beginner project, but if you are ok 
soldering IC’s then its pretty straightforward to 
build. Here are the gory details for those still inter-
ested.. 
  
Pins 12 and 7 are used to power the chip, the 12V 
reg isn’t absolutely necessary, but seemed to be a 
good option to stabilise the whole cct. 
 
The throttle is the 1k variable resistor lower centre. 
This connects to pin 3, and should sweep from 0V 
to 3V. Above 3V is zero output, 0V is full. The two 
resistors I chose give 3.2V at the top end so you get 
a definite turn off. I mounted this on a 3m cable to 
allow some freedom to move around.  
 
The frequency of switching is set up by the 0.1uF 
cap and the 1k resistor on pins 5 & 6 to be about 30 
kHz. Pins 8 & 9 are the collector and emitter of an 
internal transistor. Pin 8 is connected to 12V, and 
the 1k resistor connects pin 9 to ground. The 
switching output set by the throttle position appears 
on pin 9 and is connected straight to the driver 
FET. I used a BUK445 rated at 60V and 60A but 
any general purpose MOSFET should do the trick. 
All the other pins should be tied to ground EX-
CEPT pin 14 - this should be left floating as it’s a 
5V output. 
 

The diode on the RHS is to freewheel motor cur-
rent when the MOSFET switches off and protects 
the cct from voltage spikes - don’t miss it out! This 
should be rated for full load current. 
 
My power supply is rated at 20A so I mounted the 
FET off the circuit board and screwed to a metal 
plate for some heat sinking just in case. It also 
made soldering the wires to it a lot easier. 
 
You can see a bit of the hand held throttle to the 
left with a fwd/rev switch on it. I used some CAT 5 
data cable with 4 twisted pairs as I want to add mo-
mentum to the hand piece sometime in the future 
 
Cost?? I already had the bits in my junk box so that 
was the good part. The 494 retails here for $5. 
 
Please note the cct is a 'quick and dirty' one, cob-
bled together from bits I had - no guarantees that its 
suitable for any particular application as I haven't 
got any noise/spike suppression shown. 

Train Controller 
By Neil Wiggins 
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Club Information: 
Our aim is to have fun by building and/or running model trains outdoors. The society caters for all scales outdoors, 
but specialises in "G" scale (Gauge 1,  45mm) outdoors and indoors. The club meeting is held on the second to last 
Sunday of most months and consists of a mixture of visits to established garden railways, indoor meetings and exhi-
bitions for display to the public. Membership is $20 per year.  New members are welcome.  For membership or other 
inquiries please contact: 

Chairman: Don Ellis: ph/fax 365-2267 wk  Email: don@computercables.co.nz   

Treasurer: Phillip Cooke: ph 389-6192 hm   Email:  philrail@xtra.co.nz 

or 

ChCh Garden Railway Society 

P.O. Box 7145 

Christchurch 8240 

New Zealand 

Newsletter Contributions: 
Contributions of photos and/or articles for the newsletter are welcome: 
Please send to:  glen.bren@paradise.net.nz    or    Glen Anthony, 59 Colombo Street,  Christchurch 8022 

Club Calendar: 
 

June 17th  - AGM  - Phillip Cooke, 
                 8 Gayhurst Road, Dallington. 
 

July  6 & 7th  - Timaru Model Train Show. 
 

July 22nd - club meeting - offers? 
 

August 19th - Robin Jager Train Show - 
        Burwood School (set up day - Sat 18th) 
 

September 23rd - ? 

One of the challenges of capturing an overall view of a train show is being able to stand far enough back to get it all 
in.  Luckily my digital camera has a setting which enables multiple photos to be taken and then joined into one image.  
The results are often variable, but give a general impression of what it was like. This is the result I got from four pho-
tos taken at the recent Bob McCully show. One of the quirks of taking a series of pictures is that people and trains of-
ten move between photos.  In this case Karl’s hopper train has moved across the layout as I took the photos.  The re-
sult is the longest hopper train ever seen passing through Jessie Falls!                                      Photo by Glen Anthony. 

Wellington Garden  

Railway Group: 
 

Next Meeting: 
Sunday June 10th  Robinson 

family’s H&M’s Railway,  
39 Taylor Tce, Tawa from 1:30pm. 
Phone John on 232 5175 on the day 
if the weather looks dodgy  

Model Train Show Dates:  

August 11& 12           Model Wai, Town Hall, Masterton 
August 19                   Robin Jager Memorial Train Show , Burwood School, Chch 
October 6 & 7             Christchurch Big Model Train Show , Pioneer Leisure Centre 
November 17 & 18     Wellington Rail-Ex 2007 Exhibition, TSB Arena 
March 15 & 16, 2008  Wellington G Scale Mini Convention .                  


